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“On that day”--this is the declaration of the LORD of Hosts--”I will take you,
Zerubbabel son of Shealtiel, My servant”--this is the LORD’s declaration--”and
make you like My signet ring, for I have chosen you.” This is the declaration of
the LORD of Hosts. “Haggai 2:23,
It is with great pleasure that I greet you in the majestic name of the Great I
Am! It has been twenty years since The SIGNET’s first printing. A labor
of love, expressed as the newsletter was the vision of Companion Walter P
Russell, who now serves as the Grand King. In 1996, under the leadership
of Johnny McCray, the 6th Most Excellent Grand High Priest, and with me
as the Grand Secretary, the first issue was introduced capturing our activities
and history.
Over time, use of this tool faded and would lay dormant in the Grand
Chapter archives until today. God has impelled two young Companions,
Craig Stafford of Mt. Horeb Chapter #94 and Wesner Pierre of Bethel #37
to assume this unique responsibility and transform The SIGNET into a tool
for the new millennium and millennials. What a blessing to have been a
part of its beginning and to be here to witness its rebirth. I am thankful to
God for allowing Companion Russell to see his vision grow with an even
greater luster than before. The commitment of this Grand Chapter is even greater now for its perseverance than it was
in 1996. So, today, we excitedly receive the resurgence of this Grand Chapter’s one and only newsletter; Welcome to

The SIGNET!
During the July 2016 department head meeting, department newsletters were shared. Our Grand Master, the Honorable
Walter Gulley Jr. encouraged all the departments to develop a newsletter as a tool for promoting the great works throughout the jurisdiction. In October, our newsletter team was established. Companion Craig Stafford was asked to serve as
Editor and District 2 Deputy Wesner Pierre volunteered to serve as the newsletter’s designer. In addition, Grand King
Walter P. Russell (Mt. Horeb #94), Grand Lecturer Stanley Lamarre (Mt. Horeb #94), Excellent High Priest James Lockett
(Carl Finerson #168) agreed to contribute to the newsletter’s success.
The SIGNET will be used as a medium for upholding the mission of this Grand Chapter, specifically providing educational
information to our members as well as to promote and practice the concepts outlined therein. We are anticipating the
report of chapter development, member education, spiritual, inspirational, men’s health, financial empowerment and the
documentation of historical moments of Holy Royal Arch in Florida as well as the reports of the College of Royal Arch.
It is our desire to showcase the talent throughout this
jurisdiction as we REP Holy Royal Arch Masonry.
With great hopes, you’ll find this newsletter informative, inspirational and impressive as we continue to
focus on the Rededication, Education and Participation for our distinguished Order.
The time is now and the promise of Haggai is upon us!
Yours in the bond of 3 x 3,

Lewis S. Thurston
12th Most Excellent Grand High Priest
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Meet the Staff

Lewis Thurston
Most Excellent High Priest

Walter P. Russell
Grand King
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94

DDGHP Wesner Pierre
Layout & Design
Bethel Chapter #37

Stanley Lamarree
Grand Lecturer
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94
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Companion Craig Stafford
Editor
Mt. Horeb Chapter #94

Editors

Epistle
Ezekiel, Ezekiel, what do you see says the Lord? I see a
valley of dry bones I replied. Then He asked, my son,
can these dry bones live again? I said, you alone know
the answer oh Sovereign One. As I meditated on the
novelty of Ezekiel and this iconic scripture, IT HAPPENED. At that very moment God whispered in my
ear and said, even in the grave their holiness enriches
the soil. That which is truly holy can never be tainted,
desecrated or buried. Holiness is the breathing word
of God and “…the word of God is alive and active.
Sharper than any double-edged sword, it penetrates
even to dividing soul and spirit, joints and marrow...”
as mentioned in Hebrews Chapter 4 Verse 12.
The Signet is one of those instruments that oozes
holiness. It breathes words that unveil truth directly
from the Source of Life.
I give reverence to our Most Excellent Grand High
Priest Lewis Thurston for affording and entrusting me
with a fine opportunity such as this. You have written
the vision and indeed you are making it plain. May
your reigning priesthood be one filled with glory and
exaltation.

To our Right Excellent Grand King Walter P. Russell,
we honor and bow before you. Thank you for advancing Holy Royal Arch Masonry in our jurisdiction and
abroad. We give you your flowers while you are yet
alive and may you continue to thrive as you strive
with the Maker of heaven and earth.
What an awesome privilege it is to be the newsletters
successor as I am a Companion at the same chapter of
our Grand King. I come from a long line of trailblazers, that includes Past Honorary Grand High Priest
Henry Puyol, PEHP’s Craig Hall and Jessie Randle,
and current EHP Terry Lacey to name a few. It is my
cause to continue the legacy of growth and greatness
within Mt. Horeb Chapter #94.
My vision is to imprint words on your heart that
strengthens your cord that isn’t easily broken. To edit
the newsletter in such a way that each reader knows
without-a-shadow-of-a-doubt that their dry bones
- dreams, hopes and aspirations can live again. And
to remind the Companions that they are holy vessels
wielding the TRUE Word of God.

In closing, may you ever walk through the veils of life
As Editor, I welcome you to The Signet and I invite
encountering signs and wonders.
you to peruse its pages. This issue is a “Collector’s Edition” honoring the newsletter’s visionary and vision
In Companionship,
bearers. Twenty years later The Signet testifies that
nothing is more powerful than an idea whose time
Craig Stafford
has come.
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college

From the Office of the Dean

The College of Royal Arch Masonry (C-RAM) was initially
established, in the jurisdiction of Florida during the mid1990’s, to provide a structured masonic education program
whose main focus was that of Royal Arch Masonry. The
CRAM was established during the tenure of PMEGHP
Johnny McCray. PMEGHP McCray assigned the task of
developing and instituting the CRAM to PHP Enoch Mobley. The CRAM was implemented as part of the Semi-Annual Workshop.
The same hold true in 2016
as it did in the mid 90’s.
Edification and worthwhile
instruction to further
advance the cause of Holy
Royal Arch Masonry
throughout the world is
its focus. Members will be
afforded the opportunity
to obtain various degrees
within the C-RAM to
include associates degrees,
bachelor’s degrees, master’s
degrees and doctoral degrees. It seeks to cultivate,
enhance, and perpetuate
education in the areas of
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spirituality, ritualistic work, and leadership within Holy
Royal Arch Masonry. This college is devoted to continued
excellence in instruction, ingenuity, research, and service
to the craft. The college endeavors to inculcate the excellent tenets of peace, love, and unity for a life filled with service to both God and mankind. This is one institution that
has its sights on the future. We invite you to register and be
a trailblazer in your masonic career. See you in class!

of r.A.M.
SPIRITUAL DEGREE PATH
Associate Dean: Grand Chaplain
Associates (6 credits)
Introduction to C-RAM – Spirituality
The Old Testament
The New Testament
Melchizadek
Enoch
Abraham, Issac, and Jacob
Bachelor’s (12-15 credits)
Moses I – The Life of Moses
Moses II – The Tabernacle and Camp
Moses III – Laws of Moses
Aaron and the Levites
The Tribes of Israel
The true regalia of a High Priest and the
Breastplate
The Order of the Priesthood
The Book of Hebrews
King Solomon’s Temple
Babylonian Captivity
Master’s (3 credits and Master’s Thesis)
Joshua, Zerubbabel, Haggai
Moses, Aholiab, Bezaleel
Ham, Shem, Japheth
Thesis: The Master’s Thesis will be a
research paper written by the member
seeking the Master’s degree. The length
and topic of this research paper will be
determined by an instructor within this
degree path of C-RAM and approved by the
Associate Dean.

RITUALISTIC DEGREE PATH
Associate Dean: DGHP

Associates (6 credits)
Introduction to C-RAM – Ritualistic
Royal Arch Masonry and its History
Introduction to the Degrees of RAM
Chapter Officers and Furniture
HRAM Signs, Passwords, Tokens – their
origin and significance
Opening/Closing Ceremonies
Bachelor’s (12-15 credits)
Mark Master Degree
Past Master Degree
Most Excellent Master Degree – Part I
Most Excellent Master Degree – Part II
Royal Arch Degree – Part I
Royal Arch Degree – Part II
Significance of the 2nd Landmark of Freemasonry
Working Tools
Memorial Service/Burial Rites
Master’s (3 credits and Master’s Thesis)
Priesthood Degree (sitting EHPs and PHPs
ONLY)
The Second Temple
The Triple Tau
Officers regalia, jewels, and their significance
Thesis: The Master’s Thesis will be a research
paper written by the member seeking the
Master’s degree. The length and topic of this
research paper will be determined by an
instructor within this degree path of C-RAM
and approved by the Associate Dean.

ADMINISTRATIVE DEGREE
PATH
Associate Dean: Grand Secretary
Associates (6 credits)
Introduction to C-RAM – Administrative
Grand Chapter Fee Structure
Membership I
Membership II
HRAM Meetings – Agendas, Minutes, etc.
Effective Communicating and Public Speaking
Bachelor’s (12-15 credits)
Parliamentary Procedures
Budgeting and Finances
Local Chapter By-Laws
Protocol
Organizational Planning – Trestleboard
HRAM Officer Training
Annual Reports
Grand Chapter Constitution – Part I
Grand Chapter Constitution - Part II
Master’s (3 credits and Master’s Thesis)
Administrative Handbook I
Administrative Handbook II
General Conference of Grand Chapters
HRAM
Thesis: The Master’s Thesis will be a research
paper written by the member seeking the
Master’s degree. The length and topic of this
research paper will be determined by and
instructor within this degree path of C-RAM
and approved by the Associate Dean.
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Lupus Foundation of Florida & The Lupus Support Network

What is Lupus

Lupus is a chronic inflammatory disease that occurs when the immune system attacks the body’s own tissues and
organs. Lupus is often a challenge to diagnose because no two cases are alike
and the symptoms often mimic those of
other ailments.
Inflammation caused by lupus may affect various body systems. Symptoms
include intense fatigue, joint pain,
memory loss, kidney problems, heart disease, lung inflammation and more. One of the most common sign of lupus is a
facial rash resembling butterfly wings across both cheeks.
An estimated 1.5 million Americans have lupus. Most are young women of childbearing age, and suffer from such symptoms as intense fatigue and exhaustion, joint pains, thinking and memory problems, and skin rashes.
Although there is no cure for lupus, treatments can help control symptoms and new medications are under development.
After the Diagnosis
You have been diagnosed with lupus. For most people the diagnostic process
has been a journey involving several years and several doctors. You may be
relieved to finally have confirmation that your symptoms are not “all in your
head” and that you have a real disease and that disease has a name. For a
few, the diagnosis may have been swift and dramatic.
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Either way you are probably wondering
what’s next. Most lupus patients have
three major questions. Will lupus kill
me? Is lupus progressive? Will I become
disabled and dependent? If you ask
your rheumatologist these questions,
the
answer is, “I don’t know.”
Your rheumatologist is not stupid nor is
your rheumatologist avoiding the
questions. Lupus is very unpredictable.
While lupus is often mild to moderate,
it can become life-threatening at times.
Periods of little or no disease activity
are called remissions. Periods of disease
activity are called flares. No one can
predict when flares will come or how
long they will last. Information and
good
self-management can minimize the impact of lupus on your life. This booklet

is a good starting point

Chronic Illness

When it comes to illness and injury,
most of us have the model of acute
illness in our minds. Think about a broken bone, appendicitis or strep throat.
The onset, diagnosis and treatment are
clear. You get sick or injured, you go
to the doctor. The doctor makes a diagnosis and prescribes treatment and the
majority of the time, you recover.
Chronic illnesses like lupus don’t work
that way. Symptoms come and go for a
long time. There is no definitive test to
diagnose the disease. By the time you
get to the doctor, the symptoms may
abate. In chronic illness, you go to the
doctor, it may take some time the doctor to make a diagnosis, the doctor prescribes

Resources
Some lupus patients can continue to work. Some lupus
patients have to cut
back on hours. Some lupus patients end up on disability.
Our ability to work
may change with the course of the disease. Regardless, lupus
can be
expensive to manage. The private and government assistance maze is
challenging to navigate. Although information and programs do change, the
following resources are a starting point for finding the help
you may need.
Many applications for assistance are available on line. If you
do not have a
computer, internet access, or a smart phone please go to
your local public
library. You can go online at no charge and the reference
librarians will be
happy to help you if you are not internet savvy.

treatment but to some degree you are
still sick.
You feel alone. Happy, healthy people
are all around you but you have a life
sentence called lupus. The truth is that
you are not alone. Roughly 1 in 3
Americans have a chronic illness. Most
of them, like you, feel like they are
alone. But there is hope. With education, information, and the right tools,
you
can learn to live well with lupus.
Lupus is an autoimmune disease. The
causes of autoimmune diseases are not
well understood. We all want to know
why we developed lupus. The most
important question is not “Why” it is
“What’s next?” and “What can I do?”
You can’t change what happened but
you can choose your reaction to it.

Find a Rheumatologist
Rheumatologists are the physicians who receive training in
the diagnosis and
treatment of lupus. You will need a rheumatologist and
possibly some other
specialists depending on how lupus affects you as an individual. Your
rheumatologist should be able to guide you in finding the
necessary
additional specialists. You can find a rheumatologist at:
www.rheumatology.org.
Partnership for Prescription Assistance is a resource to help
patients pay for
medications. Over 2,500 medications and 475 patient assistance programs
are provided.
www.pparx.org (888) 477-2669

If you or a loved one has been diagnosed with lupus, please consider attending a
local lupus support group to share your story and learn from other patients’ experiences.
http://lupusflorida.org/support-groups/
http://lupusflorida.org/what-is-lupus/
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MEUGC Haggai Award
A three-part program of Education & Fellowship for newly Exalted Companions
To receive the MEUGC Haggai Award, the newly exalted Companion must
satisfactorily complete Parts 1 and 2 and fulfill mandatory and voluntary
requirements of Part 3 within one year of being exalted. Keep record of all
completion dates to obtain signatures.

Part 1: Mentor Program---Receive an appointed position within your

chapter and be mentored to achieve proficiency in the duties and responsibilities within 90 days of exaltation.

Part 2: Royal Arch History—Present 3 ‘ritual based’ presentations in your

chapter for the (1) Mark Master, (2) Most Excellent Master, and (3) Royal Arch degrees. (include handouts)

Part 3: A personal adventure in Royal Arch Fellowship and Learning

Mandatory Requirements
1. Attend 7 Stated Convocations of
your Royal Arch Chapter

Fulfill At Least Three Of The Voluntary Criteria Listed Below

2. Attend an Official Visitation of the
DDGHP within your District

1. Participate in a degree conferred by
your chapter

3. Attend 7 Stated Communications
of your Blue Lodge

2. Be the first-line signer on a petition
for membership in your chapter

4. Completion of 7th Degree Proficiency Testing

3. Attend MEUGC Annual Session in
April.

5. Attend MEUGC York Rite Workshop in January

4. Participate in MEUGC Exaltation in
January

6. Participate in a fundraiser to
donate $50 ($30 for your chapter and
$20 to MEUGC)

5. Attend Grand High Priest Visitation

7. Participate in a community service,
provide picture (Gift baskets, feed
hungry, etc.)
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Please remit completed form, community service picture, and funds of
$50.00 or more to:
Grand Chapter Secretary, DaRon
Mosley, P.O. Box 561416, Rockledge,
FL 32956.
Make check/money order payable to
“MEUGC”.
Note: Your local chapter will receive
60% of total fundraiser.
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